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'Ann 1· e' stage
Eighth-grade lead lights up Benson
with 'hard-knock life' classic
by AERIAL
WHITING
copy editor
The sun will come out tonight and tomorrow on the Benson stage as the Harding
theatre department performs the fall 2011
musical, "Annie."
Having been performed at Harding before
in 1986, "Annie" will show at 8 p.m. on both
days as part of the Homecoming festivities.
Tickets cost $10, $12 or $15 based on seating
and will be available in the Benson lobby an
hour to show time.
Set in 1933 in New York City, the musical
tells the story of spunky 11-year-old Annie,
who lives at an orphanage under the care of
the unscrupulous Miss Hannigan and who
remains hopeful that her parents will come
for her.
During the Christmas season Annie is
invited to enjoy a two-week stay at the mansion
of Oliver Warbucks, a billionaire who focuses
on business rather than relationships. During
her visit, Annie softens her host's heart, and
he eventually adopts her as his own.
Annie is being portrayed by Harding
Academy eighth-grader Abbey Giboney,
the daughter of Head Women's Volleyball
Coach Keith Giboney. "Annie" will be Abbey Giboney's debut performance. Producer
Cindee Stockstill said Giboney has brought a
genuineness to her role and that she has been
a dedicated worker throughout the process.
"Abbey herself is a wonderful young
lady, very balanced, very spiritual, just good
people skills," Stockstill said. "She's a great
young lady, and that comes through in her
interpretation of Annie."

photo by CALEB RUMMEL I The Bison
Annie, played by Harding Academy eighth-grader Abbey Giboney sings "I
Don't Need Anything but You" with Oliver "Daddy" Warbucks, portrayed
by junior Benji Holder, while performing at dress rehearsal Sunday night,
Oct. 23.
For most ofthe semester, the orphans, played
by a mix of university and local grade-school
students, rehearsed with children's director
Dottie Frye before the older cast members
held rehearsal, and Giboney participated in
both sessions. Giboney said she has really
enjoyed getting to work with the younger
cast members and college students as well
as the experience of being in the prodw.;tio,n.
Giboney said she particularly likes the
numbers "I Think I'm Gonna Like It Here"

and "It's the Hard-Knock Life" and learning
the choreography. In addition, she likes the
kindness of her character.
"[Annie] kind of had a hard life at first, but
then when she was good to everyone everything
kind of worked out for her," Giboney said.
"So I guess that's kind of how I picture real
life is, but it doesn't always work that way."
While this story is primarily about Annie, it also charts the transformation of Mr.
Warbucks. This dynamic role has challenged

junior music major Benji Holder, whose
previous roles include Lefou in "Beauty
and the Beast" and Tevye in "Fiddler on the
Roof," which were performed prior to his
time at Harding.
At the beginning, career-driven Mr.
Warbucks is "commander-esque" in the
way he barks out orders and pushes people
away, Holder said. However, Mr. Warbucks'
demeanor changes dramatically throughout
the musical.
"The transformation comes when he meets
Annie, this little girl who just kind ofwarms
his heart and makes him realize what it's like
to love someone,"Holder said. "I go from this
really loner kind of a guy to this guy that falls
in love with [Annie], wants to have this little
girl as his daughter, wants a family."
Other principal cast members include
graduate student Mary McBride as Miss
Hannigan and senior Morgan Tunnell as
Grace, Mr. Warbucks' secretary.
''Annie" has also challenged the ensemble
and set crew, Stockstill said. The members of
the ensemble have to portray two or more
roles, and the show consists of multiple scene
changes, including the orphanage, Warbucks
mansion and FDR's cabinet room, all ofwhich
must have their own look.
Senior Jonathan Aders, who has been
involved in almost every part of the set, said
one of the most difficult parts of the set has
been constructing the revolves, or rotating
platforms, and that he looks forward to seeing the show.
"I'm excited to see how all the revolves
factor into the set," Aders said. "I'm excited to
see the o_rphanage scene with the bunk beds.
They climb up and down the bunk beds and
throw pillows from the top bunks."

Internet outage
causes stir around

campus, town
by J.M. ADKISON
editor-in-chief

to email an outline to a friend
who was in my group for Bible,
and I was unable to do either
&
one. I even went to my mom's
house off campus to see if I
Alexis Hosticka
could
use the Internet there,
features editor
but since we are AT&T, we
did not have Internet at home
This past Tuesday, Oct. either."
The outage was also ex25, the Harding University
campus experienced an In- ceptionally troublesome for
ternet outage that affected students with computer-based
not only the school, but also projects.
"I have three projects due
the town of Searcy as well as
the surrounding areas, such as next week and I need the
Arkansas State University in Internet for some part of all
Beebe. The campus Internet three of them," said senior
became unusable at about 11 Charlene Nutt, a computer
a.m. and returned just before science major. "I also only had
8p.m.
two classes yesterday and more
Keith Cronk, Vice President time to work on it, but without
oflnformation Systems and the Internet, I was unable to
Technology, said the reason for get much done. I also had a
the Internet outage was due quiz set up on Moodle I was
to an accidentally cut AT&T supposed to take, but that did
cable line near Vilonia and not happen either. Luckily, the
ASU-Beebe. While he is not teacher moved the quiz back."
The testing lab also expesure what sort of cable it was,
he said he thought it was at rienced trouble since students
least a 9-inch cable.
were unable to take online
"Once the Internet went tests or lost their work when
out, there was nothing much the Internet crashed.
for [IS&T] to do but wait
"We are doing recovery
like all of the other offices on work for the testing lab to
campus," Cronk said. "There help get the lost work back
was not much we could do for those who lost it during
since it was not a campus tests," Cronk said.
Though Moodlewas unusproblem."
With the Internet out, many able, Pipeline still remained
students could not complete accessible. Cronk said Pipeline
schoolwork. For a technologi- is a part of an on-campu s
cal age so dependent on the internal server, which made
Internet, being unconnected it accessible for students on
gives more problems than not campus but not off.
being able to check Facebook.
In the case of an emergency
"I was trying to work on in which the Internet is out,
phonetics and get on Diction- the school has other avenues
ary.com to see transcriptions of to inform the student body of
words and ifI was transcribing danger or anything important
them properly," said junior it needs to know about, such
Molly Shoaf, who studies as through the texting alert
communication sciences and sys tem and regular phone
disorders. "I also was trying lines., Cronk said.

photos by SAVANNAH LEE I The Bison
Freshmen Madison Schwertley and Vanessa Lewis hurl paint at each other at the "Smiles Day"
paint fight at Harding Park on Thursday, Oct. 20.

'Smiles Day' brightens up campus
with smiles contest, paint fight and concert to benefit Honduras
by NICOLE
SULLENGER
opinions editor
The organization Smiles for Christ
has taken the meaning of its name to
a whole new level. On Oct. 20, the
members hosted a "Smiles Day" across
campus, an event to gain awareness for
their organization and to raise money
for their mission trip to Honduras.
"Today we decided to go back to
basics," said Daniel Avelar, president of
Smiles for Christ. "Our name is Smiles
for Christ, so we wanted to create a day
where we could celebrate the act ofsmiling. With smiling you give a lot and you
receive a lot. It doesn't cost anything."
Smiles for Christ is an organization
whose mission is to help mentally challenged kids and adults in Honduras.
Two years ago the group traveled down
to Honduras to build a water tank. The
community they helped received water
only on Wednesdays, but had no way to
store it all. With the building of the new
tank, they could store water and have it
during the entire week.
Keeping the same missions mindset,
Smiles for Christ wanted to find unique
ways that would help serve the Harding
community on Smiles Day.

Our name is Smiles for Christ, so we wanted
to create a day where we could celebrate the
act of smiling.
-Daniel Avelar,
president of Smiles for Christ
To promote Smiles Day, Smiles for
Christ members invaded classrooms
and interrupted classes to hand out
encouragement cards and candy "just
to bring a smile to people," Avelar said.
Smiles for Christ hosted a paint fight,
smile contest and a concert on the front
lawn. The concert featured Harding
musicians Katie Morgan, Sammi J, The
Abigails and The Grey Estate. The Smiles
for Christ members said they believed
that the concert was the culmination
ofwhat they had been working toward
all day long.
"Smiles Day is just a different day,"
Avelar said. "It's a daywhere even ifyou're
tired or if you aren't having a good day,
we're going to try and make it better.
Because that's what we're trying to do
with the people we help in Honduras,
bring them smiles."
Aside from Smiles Day activities,
Smiles for Christ is beginning a new
project called 200K. The goal of this

project is to raise $200,000 to build a
new school in Honduras for students
with disabilities.
'We like the vision that this school has
because what they believe is that these
kids, these adults, these people can be
productive to society and we believe in
that vision too,"Avelar said. 'We believe
that even though they have challenges
they can give something back."
Wherever they are and whatever they
are doing, Smiles for Christ carries the
same focus - to serve God.
"By serving him we serve his people,"
said David Ezell, recruitment chair for
Smiles for Christ. "I once heard a quote
that said, 'Once you really love God,
you love his people and you love all of
them.' And really lately through Smiles
for Christ I've developed a love for more
and more people and it's just been a great
experience to have fellowship with my
brothers and sisters, working toward
serving his kingdom."
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Global Missions
Conference draws
""
students to Texas
.

by LAUREN
BUCHER
news editor
Approximately 50 students,
several teach ers and seven
students from the graduate
sch ool in M emphis piled
into two vans, a mini-bus and
t;ars to travel to Fort Worth,
Texas, for the Global Missions
Conference O ct. 19-22.
The theme of the missions
conference was ''Into the Heart
· of God." The purpose of the
conference was to learn about
what God is doing in missions,
learn about mission opportunities and meet with other people
involved in missions.
"It's always great for [students] to meet missionaries
from around the world," said
Shawn Dagg-ett, director ofthe
· Center for World Missions and
· a professor ofBible. "There was
an atmosphere that was electric,
encouraging, inspiring. On
. Thursday morning, students
got to h ear Fred Asare, an
· energetic, zealous preacher
from Ghana, challenging us
to be more generous, helping,
doing more."
Most ofthestudentswho
attended were either Bible
. or missions majors, but the
conference was open to any
interested student.
"[The conference] was
inspiring because it really
encouraged our generation,
· the college students that
were there, to go ahead and
· get started and find out what
your passion is because We
are upcoming leaders,"junior
Bethany Reeves said. "T he
class that stood out the most
was about Thailand and their
mission to rescue women from
p rostitution. Missionaries
there have a house and teach
women how to find a new
job and skills to get them out
of that."
D aggett said that one of

the takeaways for him was
to see fri.e nds from around
the world whom he had not
seen in years.
"I saw people that I went to
schoolwith at Harding that had
left for the mission field and
I hadn't seen since," D aggett
said. "It was thrilling. Some
of them are still missionaries.
Some of them are preaching."
Church leaders from around
the U. S., members ofvarious
churches and missionaries from
around the world traveled to
the conference.
''I thought itwas really neat
how we could see how all the
missions organizations and
missionaries are connected
and that there is a community, a missions community,"
Reeves said.
Several teach ers from
Harding spoke at the conference. Dagg-ett spoke about the
God of mission. Ken Graves,
director of Global O utreach,
spoke on short-term missions.
Monte Cox, dean of the College of Bible and Religion,
spoke about preparing church
leadership for missions. Donna
D aggett, of student h ealth
services, participated in a panel
on balancing one's family and
one's mission. Associat Professor Allen Diles served on the
steering committee and spoke
on finding one's place in the
mission of God. Every year,
students go to the World Mission Workshop, but this time
the World Mission Workshop
was combined with the Global
Missions Conference. Harding
is hosting the World Mission
Workshop next year.
"It was such a great event
that I hope that next year students at Harding will rally to
help host [the World Mission
Workshop] and be there and
enjoy it because it will be held
at T ahkodah,"Dagg-ett said ''It
just changes the way you see
God and understand that he
is working all over the world."

photo by CHANEY MITCHELL I The Bison
Pharmacy student Steven Hanus takes the blood pressure of a Harding Place resident Oct. 22. As
a part of Script Your Future pharmacy students completed health screenings.

Exhibit gives tri·b ute to Civil War
Commemorates 150th anniversary of the war,
discusses the impact the war had on Arkansas
by ALEXIS HOSTICKA
features editor
The Brackett Library is currently
hosting an exhibit commemorating
the 150th anniversary of t he Civil
War and the impact that the war had
on the state of Arkansas.
The display is set up in a museumlike style, with pictures and a story
to go along with the displays. It is
free and will be open until Sunday
at 11 p.m.
"The exhibit is two - sided," said
circulation librarian Hannah W ood.
"One side is about the issues that the
country was looking at during each
of the years of the Civil War. The
other side addresses specific events
that happened in Arkansas during
the Civil War."
People from the community,
Homecoming visitors, students and
anyone else interested are welcome
to come view the exhibit.

Librarians catalog social
club books, history online
newspaper. Bell's desire to
hold on to Harding's past has
encouraged current librarians
to expose social clubs' earlier
years.
This Homecoming week'"These scrapbooks are under
end marks th e unveiling of people's beds and in attics and
past social clubs' scrapbooks they'rejust deteriorating,"Dixon
fo r online viewing. Some said 'We want to preserve these
· scrapbooks date back to 1970. and we can do that digitally so
· The library employees involved they aren't lost forever."
'. have worked hard to begin the
The scrapbooks on the webprocess of making Harding's site are made to look realistic
and even have the sounds of
history view.able to anyone.
"It is a joint project, one pages turning when going to
that many of us have wanted the next page ofthe scrapbook
to begin for some time now," The page is easy to navigate
· library director Ann Dixon said and even has a mobile site to
Dixon has worked at Hard- view on a phone.
ing for 13 years and said she
Brenda Breezed, systems
feels this is a step in the right administrator for the Brackett
Library, said she hopes that
. direction.
"What we want to do is to this will encourage people to
. preserve as much of Harding's look at Harding's past online.
'We want to make available
· history as we can,"Dixon said.
·,
Winnie Bell, a retired Li- Harding's history for people
, brary director for the Brackett to view it from wherever they
library, first began this journey are," Breezed said.
· to preserve Harding's history
The librarians said they
· by making it her retirement hope that by exposing this new
p roject to index the Bison project, many others will want

by CAITLIN
CALDWELL
student writer
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''All the reactions we've had from
p eople who have come to see [th e
exhibit] have been pretty positive,"
W ood said. "Students think it's pretty
cool and we've had a few people from
the community come see it, and an
A .P. American History class from
Harding Academy is also sch eduled
to come in."
Some ofthe specific issues addressed
on the first side of the exhibit include
why the U.S. should commemorate
the Civil War and the processes of

emancipation and reconstruction .
The second side covers topics such
as significant battles, dates and people
in A rkansas and how they affected
the overall outcome of the Civil War.
Wood encourages people to come
out and see the exhibit and learn about
America's past. This is t he first time
the Brackett Library has hosted an
exhibit like this.
"People have been surprised with
what is in the exhibit and students
are really enjoying it,"Wood said.

Quidditch takes off

, ..
photo by CHANEY MITCHEL I The Bison
(Left to right) freshmen Luc Sutherland and Michael White and
sophomore Jason Johnson dart around Harding Park, trying to catch
the "Quaffle" and throw it through the goal during the Quidditch
tournament Tuesday, Oct. 25., as a part of I Heart HU Week.
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to send their club scrapbooks
to be made digital.
Breezed said the librarians
have acquired a significant
number of scrapbooks and
said they are hoping to
acquire more. She also said
that Homecoming weekend
seems to the librarians like the
perfect weekend to unveil this
new project.
"Homecoming is a time
for people to come back and
reminisce about when they
were at Harding,"Breezeel said.
By doing this, Breezeel and
Dixon have hopes ofthis being
just the beginning of a long
and ongoing project.
"We're just trying to get to
a place where we can share all
this history with anyone who
wants to see it," Dixon said.
According to Dixon, there
will be a link from the library's
homepage to the club scrapbook page.
"This is really the beginning," Breezed said. "It's a
work in progress that we hope
to continue."

One side [of the exhibit] is about the issues
that the country was looking at during each
of the years of the Civil War. The other side
addresses specific events that happened in
Arkansas during the Civil War.
-Hannah Wood,
librarian
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an Israeli soldier who had been held hostage
in the Gaza Strip for five years, on Israel's
agreement to release 1,027 Palestinian prisoners
to secure Shalit's freedom

" Egos are clashing, but this is participatory
democracy in a little park. "
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which has been going on for a month
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"It's the revolutionary decision to tear down
this symbol of tyranny. "
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At the Bison, it is our goal
to serve the Harding University student body with
integrity, truth and open
ears. However, we believe
that meeting that goat is
a two-way street between
our staff and the public it
serves.
We pledge to keep our
eyes and ears open to
what,our c ommunity has
to say and hope that , in
return, that community
will be an interactive audience, sharing its stories
with us. We also pledge
to do the basics: report
accurat e and relevant
information, check our
facts, and share them in
a professional, integrable
manner.
If you ha ve any st ory ideas,
q u estions, c om ment s or
c o ncerns for t h e Biso n staff,
p lease e -m ail J ohn M ark
Adkison, the ed itor- in-c h ief, at
jadklso1@harding .edu

"The B ison (USPS 577-660) is
published weekly (except vacations, exams and summer sessions), 18 issues per year, by Harding University. Periodicals postage
paid at Searcy, Arkansas 72143.
POSTMASTER: Send address
changes to The Bison, Harding
University 11192, SEARCY AR
72149-0001 "
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see and enter into the Lion's
Gat e, and getting in position
t o start the race at the sam e
starting blocks that were used
in the original Olympic games
are all special memories that I
will have with me as part of my
story. But the most memorable
place I remember was at H otel
Tolo. This simple seaside hotel
gave us a comfortable place to
rest our tired fe et , eat a h o t
buffet meal and for me was
the highligh t of the trip.

s the H arding U niversity Florence students
boa rded th e ir plane
for their adventure in Sicily,
I b oard ed an other one that
took me to our sister campus
in Greece. The HUG program
As we joined
offers students an in- depth
hands, my left
travel and cultural experience
hand embraced
throughout Greece, Israel and
Egypt. Their group trips allow
the calloused
stude nts to bond and creat e
and aged hand
life-changing experiences with
every story-filled site they visit.
of the man who
It w as a blessing to have been
had just lost
welcomed and treated as family
his only son.
while I was with them.
T h e ancient cities i n the
We sang "We
Peloponnese of Greece contain
Love You with
some of the most m arvelous
treasures in all of G reece. Our
the Love of the
excursion took us to C orinth,
Lord," and every
M ycenae, N afylion, Epidaurus
eye was on this
and O lympi a. Each of these
sites took us back in time to
gentleman who
give u s t h e opportunity t o
stood next to
exp erien ce th e past i n th e
prese nt. W al king where the
me.
apostle Paul once stepped, sit ting high in an ancient theater
All of the bags were loaded
where one can hear a piece of and the bus was ready to go, but
paper being ripped from the our group was not. W e invited
bo ttom, climbing th e step s to the two brothers who owned

the hotel to join us in a circle.
The family had just recently
suffered a terrible tragedy as
one of the brothers had lost
his 26-year- old son in a car
accident. As we joined hands,
my left hand embraced the
calloused and aged hand of
the m a n who h ad just los t
his on ly son. We sang "We
Love You with t h e Love of
the L ord," and every eye was
on this gentleman who stood
next t o me.
A s we sang, he looked over
his left shoulder to stare at a
picture o f h is son that had
been placed over the mantle.
I clutched this man's h and in
mine as Director of H arding
University Greece Mike James
struggled through a prayer for
the family. With tears in their
eyes and heavy hearts for the
family, every member of th e
HUG group took t he time to
give this man and his brother a
hug sharing with them a piece
of their hearts.
Yes, we took group pictures,
bought souvenirs and picked
up a few rocks to take back, but
the love shown that morning
still keeps me smiling. And if
I'm smiling, I know fo r sure
that our C reator is beaming.

KYLE THOMPSON is
a guest contributor
for the Bison. He
may be contacted at
kwthompson@harding.edu.

Student Life
campus such as concerts or game
nights. Still others, particularly
the Student Life deans, counsel
students who struggle with
subst ance abuse, depressio n ,
family crises, roomm ate conflicts,
disorderly cond uct or simple
homesickness.
But it's not just the deans who
Ifeveryone can agree academics
are the most important part of help nurture students during
higher learning, what would be this critical time in their life.
second on the list? My suggestion It's a faculty member who goes
would be the office that seeks to out of her way to smile at every
make students feel comfortable student she passes while walking
to class. It's the upperclassman
on campus.
Some schools call it Campus who loves his school and shows it
Experience and oth ers call it by taking a few freshmen under
Student Affairs. At Harding we his wing to mentor.
Is it possible th at everyone
call it Student Life. N o matter
on
campus could be considered
wh at you call it, the purpose of
th e office is to help st udent s an integral part of student life,
assimilate into an environment making a positive or negative
that is temporary, and nurture effect on cam pu s? I s it also
those students as they develop possible that academics aren't
i ntellectu ally, emoti onally, t h e m ost import an t par t of
higher learning? Does high er
physically and spiritually.
U niversity employees w ho learning fall under the umbrella
focus on helping students grow of student life? I would suggest
and succeed in college h ave a that a solid foundation for higher
small window of time to make education is a healthy student
the nurturing process happen, life. I am in no way discounting
but the avenues through which academics. H owever, learning in
campus employees can h elp the university takes place outside
of the classroom as much as if
students are plentiful.
Some meet one-on-one with n ot more than, it does inside
students and counsel them with the classroom .
Anyo n e who is a part of
wisdom carried down from the
ages. O thers orchestrate various the cam pus community at an
stress-relieving opportunities on institution of higher learning,

pace

Is it possible
that everyone
on campus
could be
considered an
integral part
of student
life, making
a positive or
negative effect
on campus? Is
it also possible
that academics
aren't t he most
important
part of higher
learning?
no m atter t h e siz e, h as t h e
chance to serve in a powerful
way. Everyone can contribute
to a positive student life. H ow
will you participate?

NATE COPELAND is a
guest contributor for
the Bison. He m ay be
contact ed at nbc opeland@
harding.edu.

Don't Be
So Honest

W

ords are a big deal. What we
say is a big deal.
For the past few years, my
jobs have dealt with editing things: pages,
pictures, design, copy and so on. It's just
me and th e dreaded red ink, going to ·
town on a poorly-written paper until it
bleeds red. J obs like that force a person
to become brutally honest about what
they think. A little too honest, sometimes.
Ask anyone who has spent a significant
amount of time with me and they will
tell you I've said too many offensive or
mean things to count.
I didn't used to be this harsh, I promise. You know that filter people are born
with that stops everything you think
from spilling out of your mouth? Yeah,
my filter is long gone. I have a common
case of word vomit.
T he best example of th e gravity of
words comes fro m my good friend
Demetri Martin. (OK, I lied. He's not my·
good friend - he is a famous comedian·
I adore. Same difference.)
In the show I saw, he said, "'Sort of
is such a harmless thing to say ... "sort
0£" It's just a filler. Sort of ... it doesn't
really mean anything. But after certain
things, sort of means everything. Like
... after 'I love you' ... or 'You're going to
live' ... or 'It's a boy!"'
Not only is that hilarious, it is also true.
Has anyone ever said something {good
or bad) that really stuck with you? I know
it h as happened to me.
It was 10th grade and I was finally
coming out of my grossnasty stage, thank
goodness. M y English teach er that year
had taught my older sister two years before, so he knew both of us well. Anyway,
one day in class he felt the need to say,
"Nicole, you look like your sister - just
the stockier version."Whoa. Now if you
don't know what stocky means, I would
love to tell you. Stocky, as defined in the
dictionary, means, "of solid and sturdy
form or build; thick set and, usually, short."
Solid? Sturdy? Thick set?
D oes he know how to charm a high
school girl or what ? As a fragile 10th
grader, my biggest wish was for my male
teacher to tell me I was the short, thick
version of my sister. I'm a fattie - excellent.
He probably didn't think anything
of that comment and ifl talked to him
now, he wouldn't even remember saying
it. But nuhhh-uhhhh. I did not forget.
The problem is that I, along with most
other people, am just as bad as he was. I
like to be honest - hello column title.
Beating around the bush and putting on
a facade is not really my thing. If I am
thinking something, I am just going to
say it. Whether or not it is nice, politically correct or involves saying, "I'm sorry
but he is just an idiot ... I mean, yeah,
she is OK I guess, but there's absolutely
nothing going on up here [point to my
brain] ... And she isn't even, like, cute in
the least bit - w hy would anyone want
that anyway?" I am fairly confident there
have been about 8,923 variations of that
phrase used this semester alone.
'That is just awful. IfI found out someone
was saying that about me, I would cry.
"The words of the reckless pierce like
swords." (Proverbs 12:18)
The things we say matter. The insults
we hurl make a dent in people. We disregard the fact that calling a girl stocky
will scar her for the rest of her solid and
sturdy life.
Like if your girlfriend asks you if she
looks fat ... N EVER say yes. Not worth
it. O r ifyour friend has an idea he or she
is excited about? Do not say it's idiotic
{even ifit really is). Maybe your lab partner
has breath stronger than a dying animal_
and no matter what you do he won't accept that piece of gum you keep offering
him. Well, you still can't tell him that he's
burning your nose hairs out one by one.
What it comes down to is that offending people is unnecess~ The people you·
upset won't forget about your comment,
even when you do two seconds later.
So in other words . .. {we're going to
end this with a case- in-point):
To the dude on #chapeltweet who
wrote, "N o offense, but I can't stand
the sound of her voice," wh en I spoke
in chapel last semester ... I might have
looked you up on Facebook and although
my immediate response was an even ruder
(and very honest) comment, I'll take the
time now to replace my missing "thought
filter" and I will not say a word. (Look
at me, making progress.)

NICOLE SOPHIA SULLENGER
is the opinions editor for the
Bison. She may be contacted at
nsulleng@harding.edu.
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f I ruled the world, people
would not be afraid to walk
underneath the front lawn's
bell tower. Not because I have
eradicated all superstitions or
called in a priest to bless the
structure with holy water and a
few "Hail Marys," but because
there would no longer be this fear
of living perpetually single. For
those who do not know, legend
has it that ifyou walk underneath
the old bell tower alone, you will
never get married, ever.
As young people surrounded
by all of these marriage-related
superstitions, dating status updates, ring ceremonies and marriage counseling flyers, some of
us might feel as if we somehow
fail humanity if we do not get
married or start dating the guy/
girl of our dreams.
Being students of the "Marriage Factory," we are constantly
inundated with not-so-subliminal
advertising to seek out a mate, get
the super- cool proposal out of
the way and make sure to get on
the waiting list for Cone Chapel.
Even from the get-go, we are told,
"You will never find this many
young, Christian singles in one
place ever again." And to that I
say, "So what?"
There are plenty of unmarried
C hristians out there who do not
attend Harding. If God does not
have that special someone for
me h ere, t hen I see no reason
to fret over it. W e have enough
pressure in our college careers to
excel in our academics, be active
in social organizations and do
everything we can to spiff up our
resumes that we do not need to
drive ourselves crazy with worry
we won't find a significant other
before we graduate.
And it is not the administration
or the faculty who are pressuring us, either. W e are doing it
to ourselves. How many couples
who have been dating for longer
than six mont hs start hearing
the questions "So when will you
pop the question?" or "H ave y'all
gone ring shopping yet ?" from
their peers? It's like our friends
try t o strap ro cket jet packs
onto our relationships to speed
up the process so they can start
suiting up for the bridesmaid/
groom sm an lineup while they
are still young.
On the oth er hand, if you
and your significant other share
genuine, strong love and feel like
you are both mature enough to
h andle the responsibilities of
marriage, then what the hey, put
a ring on it.
G od h as d ifferen t plans fo r
each of our lives . So m etimes,
he gives us those he wants us to
spend the rest of our lives with
before we graduate college and
sometimes h e w aits till years
and years later. And someti mes
he creates us to be independent
and comfo rtable in singleness.
I myself do not think God
gave me the gift of singleness.
But b eing a senior, I am no t
thinking G od has Mrs. Right
here at H arding. M aybe he does
and maybe he does not; I am still
staying open to opportunities.
But I think I still need to learn
more about life and the way the
world works befo re I take t he
plunge into m arital bliss.
So here is my advice to the
student body: D o not be afraid
to be single. God is the greatest
significant other anyone can ask
for. And for crying out loud, do
not be so afraid of going under
the bell tower. There is no such
t hing as the curse of perpetual
singleness.

J.M. ADKISON is the editorin- chief for the Bison.
He may be contacted at
jadkiso1@harding.edu.
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Confessions of a Time Addict
deborah curry

Guest
Space

Fi

r someone who sends an
verage of three texts a day,
spend a ridiculous amount
of time checking my phone. Those
three to four numbers at the bottom
of the screen have a way of sucking
me into their twisted little world
and not letting me out. Once I
take one peek at that clock on my
phone, I'm addicted for the rest
of the day. I find myself sneaking
glances while in the bathroom, in
the cafeteria, during conversations
and especially in class. C hecking it
during class is my greatest temptation. The less I want to be there,
the more the phone comes out. I

check it once, wait for what seems
like forever and check it again. I
wait another two minutes and then
check it again in the hopes that
somehow I read it wrong the first
time and will soon be free to get
some food in my empty stomach.
No such luck. So I spend the rest
of my class just waiting for it to
be over and constantly looking to
see how much longer I have in the
strange-smelling classroom.'
Now I'm no psychology major,
but I can certainly spot an acidic-

This day, this
moment, is
a precious
gift, not to be
wasted away
in anticipation
of the next
moment.

tion, and I'm definitely addicted. I
decided I needed to do something
about this. I'm not a science major
either but I do love conducting a
good experiment, particularly with
myself as the guinea pig. For the
record, I make a fantastic guinea
pig. The goal was to see what kind
of difference it would make ifl shut
off my phone during class and only
checked the time when absolutely
necessary. Ii: was an attempt to
break free of the constant stress of
going from one thing to another.
I intended to just relax and enjoy
the moment I was blessed with
instead of hurrying to the next. It
was a grand decision. After conducting this experiment for a few
days, I discovered that I was less
stressed and found that I enjoyed
the generally mundane tasks so
much more. Classes were interesting again and I no longer had to
employ my sneaky ninja skills to
keep from getting caught with the
"forbidden contraband." Life was
peaceful (well, as peaceful as it gets

for a college student working two
jobs), and generally better. I would
call it a very successful experiment.
After all is said and done, I'm still
struggling with my time addiction,
but to a lesser degree than before my
experiment. It's incredibly liberating to set aside the constant pull
of obligations and the homework
assignments that nag the corner
of t he mind and just live in the
moment. I don't mean to sound
cliched, but we are not promised
a tomorrow. This day, this moment,
is a precious gift, not to be wasted
away in anticipation of the next
moment. Imagine how much more
we would enjoy life if we slowed
down and chose to embrace the
moments as they come.
Try it. You'll discover that you
never loved life so much.

DEBORAH CURRY is
a guest contributor for
the Bison. She may be
contacted at dcurry3@
harding.edu.

Revenge of the Couponistas

L

ast Saturday, I got burned again by the
coupons. Imagine, ifyou will, this riveting scene: The cashier at Wal-Mart has
rung up my groceries and smugly announces
the total. With an air of nonchalance, I hand
him three coupons, as a sly rebuttal to what
I allegedly owe. I want to say, "Ha! You only
think I'm paying $63.49,"but I remain quietly
triumphant behind a poker face. The ritualistic Dance of the Coupons has begun. With
muscles flexed and forehead raised, I await the
counterpunch.
"This one's expired," he says flatly, with a
coldness one would expect from a seasoned
pawn shop dealer. Or a credit union. H e's
clearly done this before.
I don't filnch. Again, I want to say, "Is that all
you got?" But he doesn't know I'm an English
teacher, so the menacingly botched grammar
would be wasted.
The second coupon doesn't scan, either. He
looks in my bag, and then scans again.This time
he frowns and looks up. For a split second, I
think he's bluffing.
Then he goes fo r the kill. "Did you buy
three boxes ofZiploc gallon bags?"
Show no fear, I think to myself But it's too
late. The color has drained from my face; my
hands are clammy. I could have sworn that
coupon promised $1 offif I bought only two
boxes. Foiled again by fine print.
I steal a glance at the lady behind me. She
has tactfully averted her eyes. But I'm sure I
see a crumpled coupon fall silently from her
hand. She is paralyzed with fear.
It's oflittle consolation that the third coupon
scans, and the cashier has to deduct 25 cents
off my orange-scented Palmolive dishwashing soap. I swipe my bank card and slouch
out of the store, crushed. As Randy might
have said, I was not in-it-to-win-it. I am the
weakest discount link. I have been voted off

t

teeth with coupons, is the only person who
can strike fear into that heartless cashier who
ate my puny coupons for lunch.
True stories: In Maryland a woman buys
$2,000 worth ofgroceries for $100. In St. Louis
a mom feeds three children on a monthly food
budget of $30. A couponderosa in Idaho attempts 18 different transactions at the same
store to maximize her savings.
Welcome to the cult ofExtreme Couponing.
It's "Extreme
These modern-day knights are on a quest
Couponing" meets
for the Holy Grail of free stuff. A part of me
wants to cheer for them, as Robin Hood and
"Hoarders" meets
her Merry Clippers strike a blow for anyone
"Real Housewives of
who was ever tricked into buying 80 rolls of
Charmin Extra Sensitive toilet paper just to
White County."
save a buck fifty. Hypothetically speaking, I
mean. Oh dear, I've said too much.
"Dancing with the Coupons." And on top of
Anyway, I realize that times are tough and
everything else, I'm stuck with an extra 24 folks are desperate. I've seen women who
Z iploc gallon bags.
would trade a small child for $3 offon Bertolli
What has happened to this world? Why Spinach Alfredo dinners. And I concede that
do coupons now have multiple paragraphs of some couponzillas go extreme for charity. But
exceptions? Why must I hire a lawyer before for the rest of them, it seems like a game, a
I go shopping? Why do I get emails every stunt to get on reality television. Their houses
day from H ewlett-Packard, offering me a $50 overflow with 40-pound bags ofcharcoal, paper
rebate on a new computer? Every single day this napkins by the gross and scattered reams of
company thinks I'm going to change my mind discounts fresh from the printer. It's "Extreme
and spend $1,500 I don't have, didn't budget C ouponing" meets "H oarders" meets "Real
and couldn't pay back, just so that I can wait Housewives ofWhite County."
six months for $50, which should be barely
M eanwhile, the rest of us stand patiently
enough to cover my bankruptcy paperwork.
in line, as some fast-talking dame - who has
There is a reason why retail discounts have spent 80 hours per week plotting her strategy
become a zero-sum game. It's all because of - tries to convince a dazed cashier that the
those crazy ladies and their coupon overkill.
Kroger across town is giving away Zebra Cakes
You've seen her. With two shopping carts for free. He believes her, but since I don't have
full and a file cabinet in tow, the couponista a flyer,! have to pay $1.59 for mine. It sounds
descends upon the checkout lane like a one- like a couponzi scheme to me.
woman flash mob. H er binders of carefully
arranged sale flyers make my nephew's old MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest
Pokemon albums look like amateur Clutterville. contributor for the Bison. He may be
This steely-eyed turbo-shopper, armed to the contacted at mclaxto1 @harding.edu.
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A Lot More
Than -L uck
Talkaboutwhowillwin the
Heisman is heating up. Several
names have been consistently
mentioned including the runnerup in last year's race, Stanford
quarterback Andrew Luck.The
experts say that the trophy is his
to lose at this point. Andrew is
also expected to be the No. 1
pick in the 2012 NFL draft. I
know personally that there is
no one who deserves it more.
On a hot summer day in
2002, the summer before my
seventh-grade~,! was kicking
it inside, flipping the channels
between "Hey Arnold!" and
"Doug" renms. My mom told
me that this new kid had just
moved down the street and
gave me the talk about how I
should be nice and introduce
myself and all that jazz.
So as my mom pushed
me out the door, I grabbed a
basketball and asked him to
shoot hoops with me on the
driveway. I tossed him the rock
and Andrew casually drained
the equivalent ofa three-point
shot from the street. This kid
was different. As a seventhgrader who thought he had
everything figured out, little
did I know that Andrew and
I would become best friends.
It was evident from the getgo that Andrewwas athletically
talented, not only physically
but mentally as well. For our
school coaches, he was a dream
come true. They knew Andrew
would win a lot of football
games for them. And he did.
When Andrew became
varsity quarterback as a
sophomore, word quickly
spread about his talent. The
recruiting process was fun to
be a part 0£ Many of the bigname college coaches came to
otir school, hoping to persuade
Andrew to pick their program.
I remember one day Andrew
leaned over and whispered in
a shy tone, "Well, I have to
go give [Nick] Saban a call. I
have to let him know I won't
be coming to Alabama." He
actually felt pretty bad about
it. After Andrew led our team
deep into the state playoffs our
senioryear,he announced that
he would be playing at Stanford
- the perfect fit for him.
When Andrew decided
against turning pro after his
junioryear, the sports world was
shocked. Those ofus who know
Andrew knew that he would
never leave college without his
degree. His parents have always
stressed academics first and
Andrew was a valedictorian
of our senior class. While I
would be reading a sports
magazine, Andrew would be
reading some massive novel
about ancient civilizations.This
is not an exaggeration.
Andrew's career at Stanford
has been stellar both on and
offthe field. He was the 2010
Pac 10 Offensive Player of
the Year, 2010 Second Team
All-American and the 2011
Orange Bowl MVP This past
week he was Pac 12 Offensive
Player of the Week. He will
graduate in May with a degree
in architecture.
Sure, I would love to see
Andrew win the Heisman
Trophy. But if he doesn't I
know that Andrew will be
happy for whomever does
win. He will go on to do great
things whether it's throwing
touchdown passes or designing
the stadiums where the game
is played. He is truly the total
package.
MARSHALL HUGHES
is the sports editor for
the 2011-2012 Bison.
He may be contacted at
jhughes3@harding.edu.

New athletic complex set for open house
by MARSHALL
HUGHES
sports editor
When a new freshman
reports in early August to
Bison football camp, he
· becomes familiar not only
with the coaches but also
with the athletic trainers
and the team doctor as
well. The coaches teach the
plays, but the trainers and
team doctor keep his body
in shape in order to play.
•Harding is fortunate to
have an excellent training
staff led by pr.Jim Citty,
who is being honored
during the Homecoming
festivities tomorrowwith the
opening of the new athletic
complex bearing his name.
Citty played tight end for
the Bison football team
beginning in 1959 and was
inducted into the Athletic
Hall of Fame in 1990.
Head coach Ronnie
Huckeba said it was fitting
that this state of the art
facility bears his name.
"Citty was a member of
the first football team here
in the modem era," Huckeba
said. "He's been our team
doctor since 1975."
Jim Citty is a retired
lieutenant colonel of the
United States Army, for
which he served on the
medical staff. He currently
works as a general practice
physician at White County
Medical Center.
Citty frequently lectures
on campus for the exercise
science majors and is often
in the training facility
evaluating injuries.
He is a strong supporter
of Bison athletics and of the
Harding athletic training
program.
"There's nobody that
has been more involved
with our athletic training
program than Dr. Citty,"
Huckeba said. "A lot of
people wanted to be involved
in honoring him. We have
been very fortunate to have
some very generous people
help us and we are still in
the process of raising funds
to finish it out."
This new facility will bear

photos by CALEB RUMMEL I The Bison

Visitors can explore the Jim Citty Football and Athletic Training Complex tomorrow at 11 a.m.
the name of an individual
who truly cares for the
athletes at Harding.
The $1.6 million facility
began construction in
February 2011 and includes
21,000 square feet of space
for the players to train and
rehab.
The 4,000 square-foot
locker room is named after
former Harding coach John
Prock.
"Coach Prock was here
from 1967 to 1987 and
literally built the program
with his own hands in
those early days," Huckeba
said. "Coach Prock was my
coach when I came here as
a freshman in 1973."
This new locker room will
replace the old one, which

will be shared between other

She was the daughter of Ray Saturday at 11 a.m. Huckeba
Griffin and the sister-in-law said that, ''A Wall of History
sports.
The 7,000 square foot of Roddy Mote who also is yet to come and will be
weight room with all of played football here. We something to look forward to."
This facility will no doubt
the latest equipment will are especially excited to be
serve the H arding athletes
be a highlight on the tour able to honor Laurie."
for new recruits. It will be
The 5,000 square-foot well for many years to come.
called the Griffin Weight athletic training area includes It will also be a key recruiting
Room in honor of a family spaces for rehabilitation and tool for the Bisons as the
that has a long association a hydrotherapy room.
football program continues
with Harding and i s a
There is also a large to gain national recognition
generous supporter of this laundry area complete with in Division II.
" Thi s new football
new facility.
an industrial-size washer
It is a special honor of and dryer.
complex is going to be
Laurie Griffin Newby who
"Our equipment managers outstanding for our players
lost her battle with breast are very happy with the and coaches, and we have
on-site laundry facility," dreamed about a facility
cancer last November.
"She was the wife of Huckeba said. "No more like this for a long time,"
Harding Academy's coach trucking the dirty laundry Huckeba said. "But our
Newby," Huckeba said. "She across campus."
prayer for this new addition
was the sister of Chad and
The majority of the is to help the football team
Steven Griffin who both complex will be complete for with its ultimate mission
played football at Harding. the open house taking place - to Honor God."

Bisons look to trample Tigers for Homecoming win
by PAYTON HURST
guest writer

Photo by ASHEL PARSONS I The Petit Jean

Bison sophomore defensive end BJ Jones
sneaks up behind Bulldog QB Dustin Stenta
for a sack during Harding's 70-28 win over
Southwestern Oklahoma State on Saturday.

The stakes are high this
week, but every week
to me is a must-win
approach.
-Kelvin Martin,
junior quarterback

After several losses this season, the Harding
Bison football team is in a must-win situation in the Homecoming m atchup against
the Ouachita Baptist Tigers this Saturday.
Although the Bisons go into this weekend's game against OBU 3-5, only one
of those losses (Henderson State) is to a
Great American Conference opponent. Kelvin Martin and Chaz Rogers and runSince Harding's three remaining games ning back Kale Gelles combined for more
this season are all against conference op- than 300 yards rushing. The Bison offense
ponents, there is still hope for a conference finished the game with 450 yards on the
championship. But the Bisons will have to ground, but fumbled the ball four times.
Despite Harding's big numbers on offense,
get past Ouachita Baptist first .
OBU is currently the top team in the the final result of the game came down to
GAC at 4-0 in conference play. If Harding a special teams play.
The Bisons' potential game-winning field
traps the Tigers, the Bisons will then be
tied for first in the conference at 4-1 with goal was blocked and returned 72 yards for
an opportunity to win out and become a touchdown to hand Harding its fifth loss
conference champions.
this season.
"The stakes are high this week, but every
On a brighter note, the Bisons bounced
week to me is a inust-win approach," junior back, putting a beating on the Southwestern
quarterback Kelvin Martin said. "I think we Oklahoma Bulldogs 70-28 last Saturday.
match up pretty evenly. I feel we have the The offense racked up 479 yards rushing,
better team and ifwe play like we're capable the second highest in program history. The
of then we'll be fine . If anyone is going to defense also stepped up, holding the Bulldogs to just 75 yards rushing on 19 carries.
stop us it will be ourselves, not OBU."
The Bisons have lost 20 out of 34 fumbles The Bisons hope to continue their success
in their seven games this season. Opponents against OBU this week.
have just nine turnovers, losing six. Most
Even with all of the Homecoming activiof the Bisons' offensive success has come ties, Martin said the team is still focused.
from the running game, racking more than
"There's really not any extra pressure
2,500 yards on the ground so far. But the because OBU doesn't control our destiny,
number of turnovers has canceled out that we do," Martin said. "Homecoming just
impressive statistic.
makes the game a more fun environment."
Kickoff is at First Security Stadium at 3
Two weeks ago, the Bisons h ad several
bright spots on offense but lost in a close one p.m. following the new Jim Citty Football
at Northeastern State 49-41. Qyarterbacks and Athletic Training Complex dedication.
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Ttiere is no rest for the weary

WHO WILL WIN THIS YEAR'S TROPHY?

The Harding Cheerleaders somersault from one sport to another

Luke Tribble

After eight weeks in the
college football season, the
race for college football's
most coveted individual
award is heating up. This
week has some pivotal
matchups that could make
.
or break some very high
\ Heisman hopes. Eight of th e last 10 Heisman
~winners have played in the BCS national championship game, so team success is just as important
as individual performance. With that in mind, here
are my five favorites to win the Heisman Trophy.
-----::i~-----

Guest

by CHANEY

Space

MITCHELL'

asst. photographer
With football wiµJing
down and basketball sea5on
starting up, the ch~erleaders
have been pretty busy lately.
From being on the field pepping up the football team to
gearing up for basketball, these
spirit leaders, are embracing
another year.
Midnight Madness is
a staple in the season for
the squad, as it is a chance
for them to showcase their
talents, since they do not
participate in competitions.
Senior and captain of the
squad Aislyn Wilson said
the event takes the place
of a competi.tion because
the girls get to. p$!,r form a
competition-style r~utine.
This year has beerybetter
than most for the squad because there were mishaps
Photo by CHANEY MITCHELL I The Bison
immediately before .their Junior Nikka Kellum (left) and freshman Tori Jones (right) pump up the
performance.
~
crowd during Harding's 70-28 win over Southwestern Oklahoma State.
Wilson said the team
has had a midajght madable to recover with a week to in clubs, take full class loads be watching around campus.
ness curse.
:.,
The two prior years proved prepare. That makes this year and are even a part of the
"I really love the girls I
to be somewhat of.a disaster "definitely the bestwe've done Homecoming musical "Annie." get to meet," said sophomore
The cheerleaders keep Karli Blickenstaff, "It's really
for the squad. An ACL was because we broke the curse,"
coming back year after year fun to be in the middle of
torn during a routine as well Wilson said.
The girls claim that to be because of the unity they [the action] instead of on
as an Achilles tendon torn
a cheerleader and be involved experience with each other and the outside. I would be there
right before.
This year one girl ended up in all that campus has to offer the chance to be a participant anyway. I like to yell for them
with mono, but the team was is very doable. These girls are in events they would normally and encourage them."

------------------

Luck, the projected first overall pick in
next year's NFL draft, has led the Cardinals
to a 7-0 start and a fourth-place national
ranking in the AP poll. He has barely broken a sweat
on the year, throwing 20 TDs with only three interceptions. But his toughest competition is still ahead of
him. Stanford plays 6-1 USC on the road next week in
a prime time nationally televised game. If Luck leads
the Cardinals to a win and plays well, he will be in the
¥ver's seat for the Heisman Trophy. Ifhe struggles, he
will need a "Heisman moment" a couple weeks down
/ the road versus Oregon to stay near the top.

nq

2.
Richardson's Crimson Tide are 8-0 and
ranked second in the AP poll, even with
. breaking in a sophomore at Q!3 this year.
Richardson ranks second nationally in rushing yardage and rushing touchdowns, with 989 yards and 17
TDs through only eight games. He is also third in
scoring. Alabama will play No. 1 LSU on Nov. 5 in
a primetime nationally televised game. If the 5 '11",
225-pound running back has a "Heisman moment"
and leads Alabama to a victory over LSU, he could
pressure a lot ofvoters to reconsider their leaderboard.

Lady Bisons dribbling their way
toward season opener Sunday

3.
Boyd is quietly sneaking up the list of
Heisman contenders. He has led Clemson
to an 8-0 start while throwing 24 TDs and
1
~ only 3 _INTs. If Clemson keeps winning and gets into
· the conver sation for a BCS national championship,
expect Boyd to get an invite to New York. However,
he would need some help from Luck and Richardson
to take home the trophy.

by ELUMBA EBENJA

business manager
Lady Bison basketball
welcomes six freshmen to the
team this year as they prepare
for another season of travel
and competition.
For eight tough weeks, the
Lady Bisons have been training both indoors and out in
preparation for the 2011-2012
season. The team ended last
season after falling to Delta
State during the conference
tournament. Still, the new
addition of freshmen has the
team ready to start anew and
try another attempt at being
conference champs.
The ream began its ofEeason
with nine freshmen. As the
season takes its start, six freshmen remain: Montana Lewis,
a guard from Bella Vista, Ark.;
Shana Hohnes, a guard from
San Antonio, Texas; Tabitha
Haney, a guard from West
Plains, Mo.;Jessica Greene, a

4. Kefleo Moore, 8"jse State QB
Moore just tied Colt McCoy for career
wins by a@ with 45, and he will most likely
end his career with an amazing 50 or more wins as a
starting @.The undersized signal caller has tossed 24
touchdowns on the year and ranks fourth nationally
in Q!3 rating. He will most likely be invited to New
York and finish in the top five, but his lack of media
exposure and poor strength of schedule will keep him
from being a real contender.

,W1sco

5.

Many experts had Wilson ahead ofTrent
Richardson after leading Wisconsin to a
6-0 start but this weekend may have ended
Wilson's Heisman hopes. He threw two INT's in a
heartbreaking loss to Michigan State in a nationally
televised game Saturday. He could salvage some pride
with a good showing against Ohio State this weekend,
but he is unlikely to challenge Luck or Richardson for
the hardware.

Our Athletes' View

guard from Paragould, Ark.;
Maggie Cooper, a guard from
Mountain Home, Ark., and
Arielle Saunders, a forward
from Valley Springs·, Ark.
The ladies seem to be
a well- rounded group of
freshmen who are eager to
master their sport and better
themselves individually and
as a team. Each of the ladies
has numerous awards coming
out of high school such as
All-Conference, All- State,
top 10 and MVP in various
tournaments. The freshmen,
however, are putting their
old records behind them to
achieve greater goals
"This is a different level
from high school," Lewis
said.."Itwas hard coming in
and having to learn different
chemistry with a new team.
From the first week to now,
things are happening and we
are figuring out how to play
as a team."
According to the team,
practices have been quite

difficult but nothing that
they were not prepared for.
The fre•l-imen live together
in Searcy Hall with the
exception of one. They said
that their bond is close and
they are growing together.
'We are developing a strong
bond and lots of chemistry,"
Saunders said.
The team is all about
encouraging one another.
According to Hohnes, instead
ofbeing upset when mistakes
are made, the Lady Bisons
push one another to do better
and pay attention to detail.
"I just feel like we are going to be great,"Hohnes said.
We are getting stronger and
playing smarter. We always
strive to play as a team and
to look at every aspect of
our game."
O lder Lady Bisons said
they're excited to have such a
strong group ofgirls coming
in.Junior Deshelle Isaac-Boyce
has played on the team for
two years. She said she has

seen players come and go but
faith that this group of
girls will make a difference in
the team and is here to stay.
''Most ofthe freshmen take
constructive criticism well and
convert it into plays," Boyce
said. "They work really hard."
Boyce said it feels weird
to be consulted because she
was once the clueless freshman. She said she tries to give
the freshmen advice when it
is needed. She enjoys being
a leader and showing h er
teammates the margin that
they are expected to meet to
reach the goals that they have.
'1\11 ofthe returning players
are doing their best to show
them the ropes and they are
hanging on," senior forward
Kallie Bartee said. "We like
them a lot and cant wait to
get started on our season. "
The Lady Bisons will open
up their season with an exhibition game against the Missouri
State University Bears this
Sunday in Springfield, Mo.
h~~

Tory Day

Dallon Hudson

Caleb Simmons

(Left Guard)

(Center)

(Right Tackle)

on Pop Culture

uestions
Favorite Halloween

Tootsie Rolls

Hershey's
chocolate

caramel apple

Twix

Caramel Apple
Pops

Childhood costume

Dino from
The Flintstones

zombie
football player

Red Power
Ranger

Ninja Turtle

Ninja Turtle

White Power
Ranger

Ronnie
from Jersey Shore

Jason Segal

Macho Man
Randy Savage

Zach Tribble

watch them

SCooby-/Joo

Strangers

The Notebook

The Notebook

Garret's Beard

unflushed toilets

KeMnMartin

Harding couples

dwarf clowns

candy

'

Person you would
dress up as

...

Best scary movie

gives you
the creeps

Too scared

'

to

~- ·'
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Candidates for queen announced:
by SAVANNAH LEE
photographer
Future plans: "I don't have
any. I'm just trusting the
Lord; that's my only plan."
Favorite Harding Memory:
"Probably just the fellowship
that I've had with like the
girls in PTP. I don't know
if I have just one certain
memory."
If I were a queen for one
day I would: "Probably just
travel and love on people as
much as possible.Just show
peopleJesus' love even more
through being a queen because you would be able to
talk to people more. You'd
have more access to that."
Future plans: "I'm hoping
to get my master's and then
I'm wanting to teach college
courses. But I'm probably
going to be working in a
hospital through clinicals
and stuff."
Favorite Harding Memory:
"I work for Public Safety, so
I drive a golf cart and there
are just too many memories
to count on that because of all
the crazy things that happen.
I'm an RA too ... I've gone
from checking rooms in a
banana suit to just all-out
parties in the room."
Ifl were a queen for one day
I would: "Go to Africa and
I would ride on an elephant
and I would make everyone
do what I asked them to."

Stephanie Allen

Senior, Pi Theta Phi
Hometown: Nixa, Mo.
Major: English with a
minor in management

Elisa Hester

Senior, Regina
Hometown: Dexter, Mo.
Major: Consumer science
research

Kelly Gossett

Future plans: "I'm hoping
to do the reading program
here. So I will graduate in
May and start the reading
program in June, I think, and
do that for a year. And then
teach hopefully in a school
where kids need me."
Favorite Harding Memory:
"Honestly it's a little cheesy
but probably my ring ceremony.That was one of the
most fun things because I
knew there was going to be
a ring ceremony that night
but I didn't know it was
mine. My fiance, Harrison,
had already set it up and so
I didn't know whose it was.
It was a complete surprise."

Senior, Zeta Rho
Hometown: Memphis,
Tenn.
Major: Early childhood
education

Emily Sansom

Future plafls: "I just want to
get my License for Professional Counselingwithin the
next couple years hopefully
and my main focus would be
working with kids."
Favorite Harding Memory:
"I guess the whole Spring Sing
show freshman year. Just like
how exciting that was to be
back stage and then like the
curtains are down. It's so dark
and you're just so close with
all of your group of friends
out there on stage with you."
If I were a queen for one
day I would: "Gather all the
money I could and donate
it to the Havens. Take from
the rich, give to the poor,
Robin-Hood-style thing."

Senior, Ju Go Ju
Hometown: Searcy, Ark.
Major: Aft therapy with
a minor in missions

photos by CALEB RUMMEL I The Bison

Flashback to
past musicals
Administration Auditorium
for several years. In 1980,
the musicals moved to the
Benson Auditorium beginning with "A Midsummer's
Since 1970, Harding has Night Dream," which Miller
been putting on a Homecom- helped direct.
ing musical.The first one, "The
Miller has been involved
Apple Tree" was performed with the Homecoming muin the Little Theatre, which sicals since his freshman year
no longer exists.
at Harding, which was in '73.
"The Apple Tree" was one The musical was "My Fair
show made up ofthree musical Lady" and Miller was in the
playlets based off three dif- ensemble and worked on the
ferent books, "The Diary of set construction. He said some
Adam and Eve,""The Lady or ofhis fondest recollections of
the Tiger?" and "Passionella." theatre come from that year.
It was performed in a black"The set was designed
with things that rearranged
box theater.
"The Little Theatre was and moved around on stage,
on the second floor of the so that was really neat to be a
Administration Building," part of," Miller said. "I have
said Robin Miller, chair ofthe a lot of memories from that
theater department. "The area show."
Since Miller's first musijust housed a little two-story
cal he has been involved in
black box theater."
After the Little Theatre nearly every Homecoming
the shows moved into the show, including Harding's

by ALEXIS
HOSTICKA
features editor

photo courtesy of Harding Department of Theater

In the '99 Homecoming musical, "Seven Brides
for Seven Brothers," all the brothers dyed their
hair a shade of red.
production of "Annie" in
'86, which is the same show
that will be performed for
this year's Homecoming
musical.
He was the director of the
first production of"Annie"
and is also directing this fall's
performance.
"This year we've approached the show very
differently," Miller said. "It's
a very visually based perfor·mance style with lots of sets
and effects. It's all the same

words, the same script, but
it's very different."
Another show that stands
out to Miller from the past
is "Seven Brides for Seven
Brothers" from 1999.
''All the brothers needed
to look similar, so we gave
them all hair in a shade of
red," Miller said. "We just
had a lot of fun with it and
made an arrangement with
the salon and it was just a
big party [getting their hair
dyed.]"

,./

Look rnbul us all year Jon with expert
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• Perms
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·Students celebrate fal I,

enjoy cooler weather
Try out these classic autumn activities
by LAUREN
BUCHER

My favorite part was definitely
all the stars you can see. They
were so amazing. We were in the
middle of nowhere, so you could
see them clearly. And since it
was dark out, it made the corn
maze so much fun.
-Emily Herr,
freshman

news editor
With the changing leaves
and dropping temperatures,
fall ushers in a whole new set
of outdoor activities. Arkansas has a lot to offer in this
department - festivals, corn
mazes and pumpkin carving
to name a few. There are a
photo by CHANEY MITCHELL I The Bison number of activities that you
Ethan Gruska of The Belle Brigade sings and strums guitar on Monday
can partake in around Searcy
night's performance, Oct. 24, in the Administration Auditorium.
to enjoy the season.
Com mazes are a highlight
of fall. Peebles Farm is probably the most frequented com
maze close to Searcy. This
of an innocent possessed year's maze design features
unforgettable images.
byKAELYN
"Misery" is another must- 12-year-old girl. When the a man riding a tractor. The
TAVERNIT
see based on another King movie came out, some view- farm also sells pumpkins and
student writer
horror novel. Viewers of this ers were said to have fled the hosts a few barnyard animals
scary flick cringe at the word theater from sheer horror. If and a llama.
Whether you just like "stalker"from the character of you can handle the fiight, ''1he
Located off Highway 64
the thrill, a good scream or Annie Wilkes.Actress Kathy Exorcist" will not disappoint. near Augusta, it is open until
ending up peeing your pants, Bates portrays one ofthe most
On a lighter note, "The 10 p.m. on Friday and Saturday,
scary movies are a necessity convincing psychopaths ever. Nightmare Before Christmas" but closes at 6 p.m. the rest
for the Halloween season.
Alfred Hitchcock's "Psycho" remains a traditionally more of the week. Admission is $8.
Classics like "Poltergeist" makes the hair on the back of lighthearted movie that por"It was awesome," freshand "Halloween" have given your neck stand straight up. The trays not-so-scary elements. man Emily Herr said. "My
people the spooks since the infamous shower scene keeps Instead of psycho killers favorite part was definitely
1970s and still remain at the people from taking showers and nail-biting scenes, "The all the stars you can see. They
top of the list. It's amazing for days after the viewing of Nightmare Before Christmas" were so amazing. We were in
how these movies date back 30 the movie. The crazy mother breaks out in song. This Tim the middle of nowhere, so
or 40 years ago and still have and her haunting motives Burton classic is one of the you could see them clearly.
truly remained masterpieces. for the murder give movie most memorable of our And since it was so dark out,
Stephen King's books watchers unforgettable chills. generation. The animated it made the corn maze so
have hit the big screen time
"The Exorcist" ranks as flick can spark childhood much fun. And not having
and time again. Ifyou haven't one of the scariest movies memories and traditions in a flashlight made things all
seen "The Shining" there is of all time. It was also one of the month of October.
the more m emorable."
nothing better than ringing the biggest box office hits in
If you want a good scare
Ark~nsas has plenty of .
in the spirit of Halloween 1973. It received 10 Academy or a chance to reminisce, festivals during the fall.
with a "Here's Johnny." The Award nominations.
Halloween flicks of all kinds Bean Fest, a free weekend
eeriness of the abandoned
Based on the book written are a great way to get together celebration combining folk
hotel and the creepy twins by William Peter Blatty, "The with friends and scream, hide music, pinto bean tasting
and outhouse racing, is this
standing in the hallway are Exorcist" depicts the story your eyes or grab a hand.

Classic Halloween screams

weekend, Oct. 27 to 29.
The festival is in Mountain View, which is about a
two-hour drive from Searcy.
On Saturday morning, avid
bean aficionados will heat
up 2,000 pounds of beans
in cast-iron pots, each with
a special recipe. Many cooks
dress in theme and hand out
cornbread with their respective spiced beans, all vying for
the bragging rights of having
the best beans. The beans are
free, but the lines can get long.
They start serving the beans
mid-morning and quickly
run out.
"I like the people watching
and the free beans," senior
Brianna Sims said. "It's a
change ofscenery and a change
of pace; it's a way of getting
away from life on campus.
Plus, when you're driving out
there, it's beautiful with the
hills and the changing leaves.
Also, the town is really cute."
Around the square, venders sell crafts and fair food.
All day, musicians gather in
groups around the festival
and play folk, bluegrass and

gospel music.
For the outhouse races,
competitors paint wooden
outhouses, flip them horizontally, outfit them with wheels
and push them down a hill.
Two team members push
and a third team member sits
inside and steers. The races
begin at 1 p.m.
So put down the books
and take a hike in the Ozarks
to see the fall leaves change.
There is no need to fear the
heat, mosquitos or jam-packed
camping sites.
It's time to take the opportunity before winter hits
and humanity is forced indoors
from the snow and cold.
"I like camping, especially
at this time of year, because
it's a change of pace," senior
Paul Bradshaw said. "The
weather is really nice, and
you don't have to worry about
school work, people calling or
texting you. All you have to
worry about is h ow big you
are going to make your fire."
For a complete list of
festivals, parks and activities,
visit Arkansas.com.
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Is Everyone Hanging
Out Without Me?

No Higher
Honor

Inheritance

11/22/63

Author:

Author:

Author:

Author:

Christopher Paolini

Stephen King

Mindy Kaling

Condoleezza Rice

Released: Nov. 8

Released: Nov. 8

Released: Nov. 1

Released: Nov. 1

The final novel in the
The master of
You may recognize her as Kelly
popular
"Inheritance
American
horror
Former National Security
Kapoor from "The Office," but
returns with a novel
Advisor and Secretary of Cycle" about boy meets
Mindy Kaling has more than acting
dragon finally pits the
about a Mainer who
State Condoleezza Rice
skills up her sleeves. She is moving reveals her whirlwind life
protagonist, Eragon,
goes back in time to
her humor from the small screen
change history and
against his not-soas a senior staff member
to the book shelves with this new, in the White House and her
save John F. Kennedy
mortal enemy, King
hilarious tell-all.
Galbotorix.
from his assassination.
role in world events.
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THE MAN BEHIND THE NAME
Why is Harding called Harding? Where did the name come
from? Who was this man whose name is all over our buildings, all
over our website and all over our clothes? Have we as students
ever stopped to ponder the purpose behind our institution's title?
Have we ever asked, "What is the story behind Harding's name?"
Harding University was named after James Alexander Harding,
who was born in Winchester, Ky., on March 16, 1848, and was the
oldest of 14 children. Harding was the son of preacher and church
planter James W. Harding and was groomed
from youth to become a preacher. He grew up
surrounded by several leaders of the Restoration
Movement (out of which the Church of Christ
was born) such as Alexander Campbell, Moses
E. Lard and John Rogers. Harding was baptized
at the age of 13 in 1861, the same year the Civil
War began. He enlisted to join the Confederate
Army, believing in the Confederacy's fight for
stronger states' rights. He was not allowed to fight, though, due
to his young age.
Harding attended Bethany College in Bethany, W. Va., from
1866-1869, where he studied English, Latin, mathematics and science. Shortly after graduating, he married Carrie Knight, who
was the younger sister of his college roommate, Charles
Knight. After surviving a battle with malaria and
moving back to Winchester, Harding was
approached by a man named John
Adams, who asked Harding to
lead a protracted meeting,
which is an evangelical
meeting that often lasts
several days at a time
and was very popular
in Harding's day. With
hesitation, Harding
agreed to lead it.
which marked the
beginning of a successful evangelical
career.
From 1876 to
1893, Harding aver-

formal debates and discussions with leaders of denominations over
differing opinions about biblical Scripture. His most famous debate
was with J.B. Moody at Central Baptist Church in Nashville, Tenn.
The entire debate lasted for 16 nights, with 2,000 in attendance
every night, and the debate was published in a 566-page book.
In 1891, a man named David Lipscomb approached Harding.
Lipscomb had the dream of starting a Christian university in Nashville, Tenn., and he wanted Harding to serve as its first president.
Harding agreed and helped begin the Nashville
Bible College, which today is known as Lipscomb
University. Harding served as the college's president
for 10 years, continuing to preach as well. In 1901,
Harding became president of Potter Bible College
in Bowling Green, Ky. When he moved schools, he
took with him his son-in-law, John Nelson Armstrong,
who would go on to become the president of four
different schools. In 1912, Harding left Potter (which
closed the following summer) and went to live with his daughter,
Sue Paine, in Atlanta, Ga. At this time he began to suffer from
memory loss and fainting spells. He later died on May 28, 1922.
Two years later, Arkansas Christian College and
Harper College merged into one school located in Morrilton, Ark. The school was
named Harding College in honor of
the evangelical preacher and
teacher.
Many of Harding's family
members also have had a
great impact the schoo.
After his first wife, Carrie,
died of tuberculosis in 1876,
Harding remarried in 1878,
to Patti Cobb. Harding
and Cobb's daughter,
Woodson Harding, married J.N. Armstrong, who
was Harding College's
frst president. Armstrong's
daughter; Patti Hathaway,
married LC. Sears. Cobb,
Armstrong and Sears aU have
dorms named after them.
Even though Harding did
not live long enough to see
the school begin under
his name, his legacy and
family still had a crucial,
beneficial iTipact on what
has become the huge
Harding family of today.

IT'S GREAT

TO BE ...

HARDING

aged two sermons
a day and around

three sermons every
Sunday, preaching
at protracted meetings and churches all
across the nation and
in Canada. It was during
this time Harding began

by J.M. ADKISON

editor-in-chief

JAMES A. HARDING

1848-1922
SCAN THE QR CODE WITH YOUR SMART PHONE,
Pl.ACE YOUR PHONE WITHIN THE D01TED LINE AND
HEAR WHAT JAMES A. HARDING HAS TO SAY.
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FRIDAY

OCTOBER28
4

p.m.
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8-9:30 a.m.

Good News Singers
performance

Sub-T Reunion

in front of the

®

SATURDAY
OCTOBER29

8 a.m.

10:30 a.m.

Benson Auditorium

Cone Chapel

Free

<D

5:30 p.m.
Black and Gold
Banquet

Charles White
Cafeteria
$1 7

@

8 p.m.
Homecoming Musical
"Annie"

Benson Auditorium
$10,$12,$15

CD
9:45 rc.m.

Bonfire an concerts

intramural soccer
fields

Registration for Bison
Stampede SK Run
in front of the

Student Center
$20

9 a.m.

Homecoming Parade

Administration
Auditorium

Ulrey Performing
Arts Center

Free

®

@

beginning at

Race begins

®
9:30 -10:15 a.m.
Alumni Chapel

Administration
Auditorium

@
10:30 a.m. -12 p.m.
Zeta Rho SOth anniversary

Cone Chapel

Free

@

1:00 p.m.

Belles and Beaux
performance

@)

11 a.m.

Dedication and
open house of

Jim Citty Football and
Athletic Training
Complex

(?)
11 :00 -11 :45 a.m.

3:00 ra.m.

Bison foot all team
plays
Ouachita Baptist
University

First Security Bank
Stadium

®
8 p.m.

Pied Pipers Children
Theatre performance

Homecoming Musical
"Annie"

Reynolds Center
Recital Hall

Benson Auditorium
$10, $1 2, $15

@

<D

